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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

This study introduces Bayesian learning to neural networks for accurate prediction of incident duration. Network parameters are updated using a hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, and yield reasonable accuracy with mean absolute percentage error of 29%. A pedagogical rule extraction algorithm
(TREPAN) is applied to extract comprehensible representations from the neural networks. The TREPAN
facilitates better comprehensibility with M-of-N expression, and maintains high predictive accuracy
to its respective network. Extracted decision trees provide a discovery and explanation of previously
unknown relationships present in incident nature, and represent a series of decisions to assist traffic
management operators in better decision making. Furthermore, to quantify the importance of variables from the neural network, a connection weight approach is used. Factors appearing in the first
splitter of decision tree show high relative importance, indicating that they are influential for longer
or shorter incident duration. Interpretation of Bayesian neural networks is an important addition to
the Advanced Traveler Information Systems toolkit.
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Introduction
Traffic congestion is now a major feature of large towns
and small cities around the world (Schrank, Eisele, &
Lomax, 2012). Virtually every motorist experiences significant delay at some point in time and wastes a massive amount of time, fuel, and money on the road. An
additional vehicle imposes added delay on other drivers,
resulting in economically excessive traffic volumes. Even
worse, unreliable travel time forces motorists to consider
hitting the road much earlier than normal for shortdistance travel.
The National Traffic Incident Management Coalition
(2007a) estimates that traffic incidents are the cause of
about one-quarter of the congestion on U.S. roadways.
Unexpected events such as vehicle crashes, fire, road
maintenance, debris, police activities, and weather alarms
are still very common, random, and dangerous. They may
temporarily reduce roadway capacity to the existing traffic conditions from rubbernecking or physical impedance
in the travel lanes. The consequent speed reduction and
queue formation can increase the potential for the secondary incidents. The longer an incident scene is in place,
the greater is the likelihood for secondary incidents. Total
time for an incident to be cleared can be further increased
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by the occurrence of secondary incidents and the travelers
may experience ever-increasing congestion.
A well-planned and coordinated traffic incident management process may improve safety, traffic flow, and
clearance times. Haghani, Iliescu, Hamedi, and Yong
(2006) concluded that the optimum deployment of highway emergency local patrol program contributes to reduction in total incidents time, translating into a delay saving, as well as elimination of some secondary incidents.
Since duration of a detected incident is usually not known
until it is fully cleared, predicting how long it will last is an
essential task for an incident management system. With
an effective tool, control operators are able to more efficiently derive which response assets should be involved
and dispatched to meet the ongoing emergency response
needs. Moreover, driver’s uncertainty due to congestion
can be minimized via provision of traffic information.
Due to difficulties in recording data at the desirable
level of quality, incident duration is still estimated largely
based on the skill and field experience of the emergency
operator rather than on rigorous statistical models. Predicting the duration of a detected incident can be viewed
as recognizing patterns from various incident characteristics that result in incident duration. Artificial intelligence
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approaches have emerged as one of the most fascinating and promising developments in the field of machine
learning (Adeli & Park, 1995), particularly in transportation studies (Dougherty, 1997). Neural networks were
employed by Lee and Wei (2010) to solve mathematically
intractable incident duration problems. However, questions remain regarding how they can be safely used without fear of the overfitting that can occur with traditional
neural network learning methods. Fixed structures and
unbounded values of weights may limit their applicability
for prediction of incident duration (Vogt & Bared, 1998).
To avoid the overfitting problem and improve generalization ability, regularization or an early stopping method
can be used to train the network (Matlab, 2012). Notably,
a Bayesian inference method can improve generalization ability of neural networks by reducing the effective
number of weights without regularization, and can help
prevent overfitting without laborious works (Bernardo
& Smith, 2000). This study takes a principled Bayesian
learning approach to neural networks for more accurate
prediction of incident duration.
Convinced by the predictive quality of the Bayesian
neural network (BNN) models, we have turned our interests to their explanatory capacities. If we had the reasoning behind the conclusion of learning system that could
lead to a better understanding of detected incidents, the
BNN model’s ability would be more worthwhile. However,
previously developed neural networks have been regarded
as hard to interpret because learned knowledge was hidden from the user, and the models became just “black
boxes.”
As shown in Figure 1, this article presents the following two approaches. First, a rule extraction algorithm called TREPAN is used to generate symbolic representations (Craven & Shavlik, 1997). TREPAN has an
advantage of extracting decision trees that maintain high
predictive accuracy and comprehensibility. Extracted
decision trees provide discovery and explanation of previously unknown relationships present in incident nature.
Instead of a series of inference rules, this symbolic
description represents a series of decisions to assist emergency response personnel in better decision making. Second, a connection weight approach (Olden, 2004) is
used to accurately quantify what contributions each variable makes from the neural network. Identifying relative
importance of factors is crucial for emergency operators
in determining which incident cases have more priority
under resource limitations, and in highlighting potential
factors to be improved.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces Bayesian neural networks and corresponding rule extraction technique. Section 3 illustrates the model-building procedure, data description,

and evaluation results. Section 4 presents extracted rules,
relative importance, and applications. Finally, section 5
provides concluding remarks and suggestions for future
research.

Literature review
Incident duration
Incident duration is the time period between the occurrence and clearance of an incident. As shown in Figure 2,
detection time is up to the first recordable awareness of an
incident, normally not known due to the difficulty in identification. The response time contains decision making for
the appropriate dispatching by a responding agency and
actual travel time of the rescue personnel and equipment
to the incident scene. Finally, the clearance time is the
period of time between the arrival of response units and
the time at which the last recovery unit has left the scene.
For several decades, advanced data collections
have made it possible to get useful information about
influential factors for incident duration. Researchers in
the community have devoted considerable efforts to this
imperative issue with various methodologies outlined in
the following: (a) regression model (Garib, Radwan, & AlDeek, 1997); (b) time sequential model (Khattak, Schofer,
& Wang, 1995); (c) decision trees (Ozbay & Kachroo,
1999; Smith & Smith, 2002; Yang, Zhang, & Sun, 2008;
Qing, 2011); (d) support vector machine (Wu, Zheng,
& Chen, 2011); (e) log-normal distribution (Chung &
Yoon, 2012; Golob, Recker, & Leonard, 1987; Giuliano,
1989; Skabardonis, Petty, & Varaiya, 1999); (f) Bayesian
networks and Bayesian classifier (Boyles, Fajardo, &
Waller, 2007; Kim & Chang, 2012; Ozbay & Noyan,
2006); (g) discrete choice models (Lin, Zou, & Chang,
2004); (h) hazard-based duration models (Chung, 2010;
Hojati, Ferreira, Washington, & Charles, 2013; Jones,
Janssen, & Mannering, 1991; Nam & Mannering, 2000;
Qi & Teng, 2008; Stathopoulos & Karlaftis, 2002); (i)
fuzzy logic models (Kim & Choi, 2001); and (j) nearest
neighbors (Qi & Smith, 2004). They have an advantage of
being easily understood, well-established methodologies,
with long history of application, availability of software,
and deep-rooted acceptance. On the other hand, these
statistical approaches may be inadequate because asymmetrically distributed random incident events might not
follow a specific distribution (Miaou, Lu, & Lum, 1996),
or interactions between contributing factors may cause
the estimated model’s coefficients to be sensitive to omission, misclassification, and time (Gorjian et al., 2009).
Given the wide variety of causes and impacts of nonrecurring congestion, it is difficult to quantify discrete,
random, and complex incident nature at a system level.
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Figure . Interpretation of Bayesian neural networks for incident duration.

Since artificial neural networks can provide a universal approximation of complex functions, in recent years,
Wei and Lee (2007) and Guan, Liu, Yin, and Zhang
(2010) have provided interesting alternatives for prediction of incident duration. Valenti, Lelli, and Cucina (2010)
developed five prediction models, ranging from parametric models to nonparametric and a neural network
model, and evaluated their capacity of estimating incident duration. The neural network model had a satisfactory accuracy for the incident cases and gave the
best result for long-duration incident cases, with lowest
error. Compared with statistical regression models that
need to specify an appropriate functional form linking
the dependent and independent variables, neural networks do not require the establishment of a functional
form.
In the traditional learning approach, a weight decay
or regularization term was added to avoid overfitting
and to improve the generalization ability. Marzban
and Witt (2001) noted that this improvement of generalization of neural network models impedes their

nonlinear approximation ability. The Bayesian learning
paradigm takes the notion that all sources of uncertainty in neural networks are expressed and measured
by probabilities, and finds the probability distribution
from a mapping function between input and output
vectors. Starting from early works of Runtine and
Weigend (1991) and Mackay (1992), Bayesian neural
networks have been used for solving complex problems: pattern recognition (Barber, 2002; Lampinen &
Vethari, 2001; Lee, 2004; Nabney, 2004); motor vehicle
collisions prediction (Xie, Lord, & Zhang, 2007); traffic estimation and optimal counting location (Castillo,
Menéndez, & Sánchez-Cambronero, 2008); earthquake
magnitude prediction (Adeli & Panakkat, 2009); and
bridge integrity monitoring (Arangio & Bontempi,
2010).
Most research studies on incident duration analyses
are not directly applicable to other agencies due to lack
of data, different data collection and reporting practices,
and small sample size. Therefore, this study develops
new models including Bayesian neural networks based on
new data sources that would better perform than other
existing models (back-propagation neural networks, support vector machines, and classification and regression
trees).

Rule extraction

Figure . Incident response and clearance process of system
operations.

A decision tree is appealing when a good understanding of
the process is essential because it has self-explained properties rooted in the structure. Previous incident duration
studies sometimes used decision trees to discover patterns
in a given incident data set. Most of them are translated
into if–then–else rules. However, there are a few shortcomings of decision tree algorithms (Dietterich, Kearns,
& Mansour, 1996):
1. They typically suffer from having fewer and fewer
training observations available for deciding upon
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the splits or leaf node class labels at lower levels of
the trees.
2. Tree induction algorithms are unstable. Small addition or deletion of a few samples can make the
tree induction algorithm radically different. Greedy
splitting selection has no backtracking in the search,
and is subject to all the risks of hill-climbing algorithms, mainly converging to locally optimal solutions.
3. It is difficult to control the size of the trees and
sometimes very large trees are generated, making
comprehensibility difficult. Pruning may reduce the
generalization accuracy of the tree. The user may
need different size of the trees based on decision
variables that the user understands.
A rule extraction technique, TREPAN, was designed to
address these problems (Craven & Shavlik, 1997). There
is a big difference between training a decision tree directly
from actual samples and training with artificial examples
generated by the neural network. An advantage of using
a rule extraction technique is that the neural network
considers the contribution of the inputs toward classification as a group, while the decision tree algorithm measure the individual contribution of the inputs one at a time
as the tree is grown. The TREPAN captures comprehensibility by using decision tree, and embeds the accuracy
of neural networks. It can easily convert trained neural
networks into a set of inference rules. As a pedagogical
rule extraction approach, the TREPAN has been successfully applied to data mining (i.e., management science and
bioinformatics), and presented better performance than
traditional decision trees (i.e., C4.5, Neurorule, Nefclass,
CART).
Relative importance
It is well known that standardized regression coefficient
has been suggested as a measure of importance of factors
in regression analysis. However, when variables are correlated, the following conditions are likely to arise (Johnson,
2000):
1. An exaggeration of the relative weight of the predictor variable most highly correlated with the dependent variable.
2. A decrease of the relative weight of other variables
in the model.
3. Small differences in samples could cause large differences in regression weights.
4. A reversal of signs that could make a variable appear
to have an effect the opposite of its true relationship.
Neural networks’ predictive power and ability to
analyze nonlinear relationships convinced various
researchers to study the role of variables, overcoming

limitations of standardized regression coefficient. Several
different algorithms that allow contribution analysis are
as follows:
1. Calculation of the partial derivatives of the output according to the input variables (Dimopoulos,
Chronopoulos, Chronopoulou Sereli, & Lek, 1999).
2. Computation of weights using the connection
weights (Garson, 1991; Goh, 1995).
3. Perturbation of the input variables (Scardi & Harding, 1999).
4. Profile method: a successive variation of one input
variable while the others are kept constant at a fixed
value (Lek, Belaud, Baran, Dimopoulos, & Delacoste, 1996).
5. Classical stepwise method: an observation of the
change in the error value when an adding (forward)
or an elimination (backward) step of the input variables is operated (Maier & Dandy, 1996).
6. Improved stepwise a: The elimination of the input
occurs when the network is trained; the connection
weights corresponding to the input variable studied
are also eliminated.
7. Improved stepwise b: This involves the network
being trained and fixed step by step with one input
variable at its mean value to note the consequences
on the error.
Olden (2004) compared all methods and concluded
that the connection weight approach is the only method
that consistently identifies the correct ranked importance
of all predictor variables, whereas the other methods identify either only the first few important variables in the
network or no variables at all. This study uses the connection weight approach to identify critical relationships
between the set of key factors and the resulting incident
duration.

Model building
Model structure
Traditionally, neural networks are trained by searching for
a set of weights that minimize the error between the target values and network outputs. This results in a flexible and powerful nonlinear modeling framework. Backpropagation neural networks (BPNN) models can fit the
incident data with high precision, as proved by Wei and
Lee (2007). However, when it comes to prediction, BPNN
may produce predicted values with unacceptable variances (Matlab, 2012). Providing accurate and reliable prediction of incident duration is the key to the efficient
incident management. Therefore, a principled Bayesian
learning approach to neural networks is used in this study
for more accurate prediction of incident duration. For
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the targets and the inputs for the training cases. This distribution is obtained by integrating the predictions of the
model with respect to the posterior distribution of the network parameters:





P yn+1 |xn+1 , x1 , y1 , . . . , xn , yn
  




= P yn+1 |xn+1 , θ P θ| x1 , y1 , . . . , xn , yn dθ.
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(3)

Figure . Structure of Bayesian neural network.

the Bayesian neural networks (BNN) models, the transfer functions used in the hidden layer and the output layer
are the same as those used in the BPNN models. The main
difference comes from the variable structure of the BNN,
while the BPNN has a fixed structure. We use a fully connected feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) network structure (Figure 3).
Let {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} be a set of collected incident data. P is the input dimension, and M is the maximum number of hidden neurons specified by the user.
As defined by Eq. 1, the link function, f (xi , θ ), can
be obtained by parameters: αk is the parameter for the
weights between the input layer, the bias, and the output
layer with normal prior distribution (k = 1, …,P); βh is
the parameter for the weights between the hidden layer
and output layer (h = 1, …,M); and γhk is the parameter
for the weights between the input layer, the bias, and the
hidden layer. Moreover, xik is the kth item of the ith input:
f (xi , θ ) = αo +

P

k=1

+

M

h=1

(αk xik )


βh ∗ tanh γh0 +

P



γhk xik

(1)

k=1

Probabilistic learning models by using the network
outputs can be defined as a conditional distribution
P(y|x) for a target y, given the input vector x, and a standard deviation σi :
 
2 
   1
− yi − 
yi
exp
P y|x =
(2)
√
2σi2
2πσi
i
The objective in the Bayesian approach is to find the
predictive distribution for the target values in a new test
case (xn+1 , yn+1 ), given the input for that case, as well as

In Eq. 3 P(θ|(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )) is the posterior distribution of θ given observed incident data
{(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )}. The posterior distribution for
these parameters is proportional to the product of a prior
and the likelihood function, and varies during training
in response to how well a particular set of weights model
the data. The classification of incident duration (
yi )can be
predicted in Eq. 4:

yi =




 
f (xi , θ ) × P θ| x1 , y1 , . . . , xn , yn dθ

(4)
The posterior distributions θ in the case of MLPs
are typically very complex, and the integrals just shown
are very difficult to evaluate. Markov-chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods have been used to simulate the distribution of states for a system with combinatorial inference problems. However, hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC)
techniques (called Hamiltonian Monte Carlo), which
integrate a molecular dynamics approaches and MCMC,
perform better than traditional MCMC algorithms in
high-dimensional, continuous, correlated spaces (Neal,
2011). The HMC method is used in this article for approximating the integral by mean of samples drawn from the
posterior distribution of the models. Hamilton’s equations, which come from classical mechanics and assume
that one can specify the exact position and momentum of
a particle simultaneously at any point in time, are applied
for the HCM. The Hamiltonian function in Eq. 5 operates
on a d-dimensional position vector q and a d-dimensional
momentum vector p so that the full state space has 2d
dimensions,


 
 
H q, p = U q + K p
(5)
where U (q) is called the potential energy, and is defined
to be minus the log probability density of the distribution
for q that we wish to sample, plus any constant that is convenient. K(p) is called the kinetic energy, and is defined
as in Eq. 6:
 
(6)
K p = pT M −1 p/2
Here M is a symmetric, positive-definite “mass matrix,”
which is typically diagonal, and is often a scalar multiple
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of the identity matrix. As an elaborate Metropolis Hastings Monte Carlo method, it makes efficient use of gradient information to reduce random walk behavior. The
Metropolis Hastings defines the Markov chain where the
new sample W (n + 1) is generated from the old sample W (n), by first generating a candidate state from a
proposal distribution and then deciding whether or not
to accept the candidate state. The HMC combines the
Metropolis Hastings algorithm with sampling techniques
based on dynamic simulation that allows us to incorporate gradient information from the distribution of interest. The gradient indicates in which direction one should
go to find states with high probability and can be calculated relatively easily for neural networks using error
back-propagations. For details on the algorithm, readers
can refer to Neal (2011).
Empirical analysis
Data description
Incident data from the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) were extracted containing information
about incident type, detection source, lane blockage, time
of day, road, county, operation center, number of involved
vehicles, heavy vehicles, and pavement condition. Since
only a small portion (10.5%) of the incident data had
the information for pavement condition as a proxy variable for weather, this study gathered the actual weather
information in the Clarus Initiative System (n.d.) from
a large network of stationary roadside weather detectors. In addition, archived traffic data before and after
the incident events were collected from the Center for
Advanced Transportation Technology Laboratory (CATT
Lab). These three different sources were incorporated
through matching latitudes and longitudes of each record.
In total, 13,987 incidents from the years 2010 to 2011 were
collected, and the average duration (24.39 min) under different classifications was computed and the relationship to
potential contributing factors was investigated. Figure 4
presents all possible values of incident duration and their
corresponding probabilities from given data. The cumulative percent is the sum of probability of incident duration
less than or equal to certain value.
Preliminary analysis of explanatory factors
Note that complex interactions among various factors
affecting the performance of an incident response team
cause high dispersion, and make such predictions a very
challenging task. We intended to find an effective way to
get variables that may have had significant impacts on the
required operational duration. One major drawback of
previous approaches is that they assumed response times
as one independent variable to explain the whole incident

duration as a dependent variable, or as one of the phases
of incident duration. However, few studies have separately
investigated the role of factors for response and clearance
duration. It is apparent from the following preliminary
analysis that each category of critical factors has a different
contribution to the response and clearance duration:
1. Lane blockage. This variable represents the number
of lanes closed (no blockage, shoulder lane blockage, one lane, two lanes, three lanes, and more than
three lanes blockage). The response times to incidents involving lane blockage are quicker than these
causing only shoulder-lane rubbernecking impact
(Figure 5a). The exact factors contributing to such
performance discrepancies are to be identified, but
the resource limitations or personnel constraints
may naturally cause response units give a higher priority to these incidents potentially having greater
impacts. An opposite pattern exists with respect to
clearance times. As is well recognized, multilane
blocked incident categories take much more time
(average 51 min) to be cleared.
2. Incident type. This variable includes collision with
fatality (CF), collision with personal injury (CPI),
collision with property damage (CPD), vehicle fire,
disabled, and others (Figure 5b). CF generally takes
much longer to clear because of legal concerns,
including the need for thorough incident investigation and documentation and the need for medical
examiner investigation (National Traffic Incident
Management Coalition, 2007b). Also, the response
times to incidents involving CF are quicker than
those with only disabled vehicles. In the interest
of safety, response drivers may not take all allowable risks as they travel to less urgent incidents with
lights and siren, one of the most dangerous parts of
their job (Portland Fire and Rescue, 2010). Actually,

Figure . Cumulative distribution of incident duration.
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Figure . (a) The average duration for lane blockage. (b) The average duration for incident type. (c) The spatial distribution of incidents.
(d) Performances by operational centers.

50% of all police, emergency medical services personnel, and firefighter fatalities occurred as a result
of transportation incidents in 2002 (U.S. Department of Labor, 2003). Another potential reason is
that disabled vehicles have few effects on drivers’
safety or transportation and consequently gain little priority to be disposed of (Hou et al., 2013)
3. Incident location. Figure 5C presents that incidents
have their own patterns along spatial distribution
on 11 major primary highway segments divided
by 10 counties (abbreviations from Maryland State
Archives, 1990). Note that even though incident
events are within the same area, the timeline for
clearance and response are different. This is partly

because response time includes travel time, which
becomes longer as the location of an incident site
from a nearest emergency center is further.
4. Operational center. Due in part to the available
resources, the response efficiency of five operational
centers varies significantly (Figure 5d). SOCs distributed throughout almost all parts of a state generally outperform all other centers, and TOC7 tends
to take the longest response. On the contrary, the
SOC’s longest clearance time is partly because it is
responsible for managing the most severe incidents.
From the preceding understanding of critical factors, each has a different actual impact on the
response and clearance duration. Apart from the
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6.

7.

8.

9.

response duration, this study focused on the clearance duration.
Traffic data. As incidents will cause traffic congestion on an upstream detector as proved by Payne
and Tignor (1978), higher occupancy increase can
be brought into relations with longer clearance
duration as well. The absolute difference in 5-min
aggregated occupancy between before and after
the incident occurrence at the upstream detectors is calculated. The variation of clearance duration increases as the rate of occupancy difference
increases, where average value is 0.08 (8%).
Time of day. Incidents occurring during night
hours (average 26 min) generally experienced
longer clearance durations than day hours (average
19 min) because fewer response teams are available,
thus contributing to longer times to clear incidents;
Weather condition. Snow (average 48 min) or rainy
(average 27 min) weather conditions caused difficulties in clearance operations and thus required
longer times than sunny days (average 20 min).
Vehicle involvement. As the number of vehicles or heavy vehicles (truck-trailer, single-unit
truck, or pickup/van) involved in the incidents
increases, special equipment for clearance operation is required and duration becomes longer, too.
Detection source. Clearance is more timely and
effective if the Coordinated Highways Action
Response Team or Maryland Transportation
Authority Police first identified the incident. By
contrast, an incident alarm coming from the driver
or passengers passing the site would take more time
to clear.

Model evaluations
In this subsection, we test performance of the proposed
model compared to other models. After the model evaluation, the model is interpreted in the next section.
Implementation of models
Currently, the most frequently used performance metric for traffic incident management center is 30-, 60-,
and 90-min clearance times based on severity (Owens
et al., 2010). A minor incident typically lasts no more
than 30 min and does not require lane closures or extensive traffic control. Statewide incident clearance performance goals are 90 min for collision with fatalities. For
the presentation of reliable system and potential application of the estimated model, classification rather than a
regression tool is preferred by traffic incident operators.
The clearance duration is categorized into four groups: 1–
30 min, 30–60 min, 60–90 min, and more than 90 min.

This study compared our proposed BNN model with
other prediction techniques in previous studies: the backpropagation neural network (BPNN), classification and
regression tree (CART), and support vector machine
(SVM). Both BPNN and BNN model structures employed
hyperbolic tangent transfer function for the hidden units
with 1 hidden layer, Softmax transfer function for the output units, and were run 10 independent times to get their
average performance. The optimal network models have
16 hidden units for the BPNN, and 11 hidden units for the
BNN model. The CART model defines impurity function
as maximum homogeneity of child nodes. The Gini splitting rule is used to maximize the change of impurity measure. Splitting is stopped when the number of observation
of incidents is no more than 2 at a particular node. Gaussian radial basis function kernels are used for the SVM
model. We set the epsilon in loss function to 0.005, tolerance of termination criterion to 0.01, shrinking heuristics to 1, and the parameter cost to 1000. For a thorough
discussion, readers are referred to the CART (Breiman,
Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984) and the SVM (Chang
& Lin, 2011).

Results of analysis
Three key measurements of effectiveness are applied to
evaluate the models and present average magnitude of
the errors. Mean absolute error (MAE) is used as one of
the measurement of prediction accuracy. Mean squared
prediction error (MSPE) is employed for determining the
variance of the difference between predicted and observed
results. The percentage of underestimated cases is analyzed as a tool for an operational viewpoint, since the predicted traffic impact and following response strategy will
also be underestimated if the incident duration is underestimated. In Eqs. 7 through 9, 
yi and yi are the predicted
and observed values, respectively:
1. Mean absolute error (MAE)
n
1

yi − yi
=
n i=1
2. Mean square dprediction error (MSPE)
n
2
1 

yi − yi
=
n i=1

(7)

(8)

3. The proportion of underestimated prediction
n
1
=
Ui
n i=1
if 
yi − yi < 0, Ui = 1,
otherwise
yi − yi ≥ 0, Ui = 0

(9)
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MAE
MSPE
Underestimation

Testing ()

BNN

BPNN

CART

SVM

BNN

BPNN

CART

SVM

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

.
.
.%

The 2010 year incident data are randomly divided into
80% for training and 20% for cross validation. After the
training phase, the network is tested based on 20% of randomly selected 2011 year incident data, not included in
the training set. This is to test temporal transferability of
the developed model, which hasn’t been treated much in
previous studies.
Table 1 summarizes the training and testing performance of the four models. The CART model does not perform very well compared to the other three models, but
produces a slightly lower percentage of underestimated
prediction compared to the SVM model. Moreover, the
output of the CART model presents that it may also suffers from the overfitting problem when we compare MSPE
values for training and testing. This seems to support
that the neural network models and the SVM model can
better approximate nonlinear functions. The BPNN and
SVM models perform approximately the same for testing
MSPE values. The BNN shows the best performance compared to all these three models. Bayesian methods update
network parameters using the hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, and improve the generalization ability of neural
networks without compromising their nonlinear approximation ability. This study produced results which corroborate the discussion in Marzban and Witt (2001).
From the result in Figure 6, it is apparent that the BNN
model can consistently achieve lower average deviation in
absolute value of the predicted class from the true class
compared to other procedures for incidents with duration of 1–30 min, 30–60 min, 60–90 min, and larger than

Figure . Mean absolute error (MAE) for diﬀerent classiﬁcations.

90 min. The BPNN, SVM, and CART models performed
as well as the BNN model for the incident durations of 1–
30 min, but they show relatively lower prediction accuracy
for incidents with durations over 30 min. It seems possible because the BNN model can superiorly approximate
nonlinear function in spite of the fact that the data set
has a relatively smaller number of incidents over 30 min.
The BNN is the only model that can predict duration with
MAE value within 0.6 for over 90 min.

Interpretation of neural networks
Rule extraction (TREPAN)
As discussed, even though a trained model has learned
interesting and possibly universal approximation properties, these relationships are encoded incomprehensibly as
weight vectors, and hence cannot easily support the generation of scientific theories. We use the TREPAN algorithm (Craven & Shavlik, 1997) to solve this drawback by
providing a description of inner working of the network,
retaining high accuracy while being easy to understand by
human.
The algorithm
Comparing TREPAN to the classification and regression
tree (CART), the main difference comes from the facts
that the CART builds a tree from the original data, but the
TREPAN branches the tree according to the predicted values by the BNN model. Therefore, the decision tree retains
good prediction of the actual neural networks. Moreover,
using an oracle as the nodes lack sufficient data with
the increase in tree size, additional data provides higher
predictive accuracy. The key aspects of the TREPAN are
described in detail here:
1. Oracle and queries. The primary goal of the
TREPAN algorithm is to mimic the behavior of the
trained neural networks. Hence, instead of using
the original training observations, the tool relabels
them according to the classifications made by the
network. The relabeled training data set is then used
to initiate the tree-growing process. Training data
become enriched with additional training instances,
which are then also labeled by the neural network
itself. The network is thus used as an oracle to
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answer class membership queries about artificially
generated data points. It can be assured that each
node split or leaf node class decision is based upon
at least Sm data points. In other words, if a node has
only m training data points available and m < Sm
then Sm − m data points are additionally generated
and labeled by the network.
2. Drawing query instances. Given a model and a set
of constraints for each feature, the TREPAN generates a value for the feature by sampling from the
distribution that is defined by the model conditioned on the constraints. The empirical distribution for a discrete-valued feature is represented by
a parameter for each possible value of the feature
indicating the frequency of that value in the training
set.
3. Expansion. Unlike most decision-tree algorithms, it
grows trees using a best-first expansion. Each node
is assigned a priority, defined to be the proportion
of examples misclassified by the node. The algorithm maintains a queue of leaf nodes, ordered by
their priority, and successively expands the node at
the head of the queue into a fork with two children. Nodes with higher priorities are processed
first, as they offer the greatest chance of increasing the information gain: G (n) in Eq. 10. R (n) is
defined as the number of original samples reaching
the node divided by total number of original training samples, whereas F (n) is the number of correctly classified samples in the node divided by the
number of all samples in the node:
G (n) = R (n) [1 − F (n)]

correction is used to adjust the significant test
downward for the individual tests.
5. Stopping. The TREPAN uses both global and local
criteria to decide when to stop growing the tree.
A global stopping criterion provides users control
over the comprehensibility of the trees by limiting the size of the tree that the TREPAN returns.
For the local stopping criterion, it calculates how
many instances are needed to get a sufficiently tight
confidence interval. If the proportion of instances
has already reached the node of interest, then the
TREPAN makes it a leaf.
6. Pruning. After the stopping criteria are met, the
TREPAN employs pruning before returning the
final tree to detect subtrees that predict the same
class at all of their leaves, and to collapse each such
subtree into a single leaf. The TREPAN estimates
the proportion of examples that fall into the most
common class at a given node, and then calculates
a confidence interval around this estimated proportion. Note that the modifications made to a tree by
this process do not change the predictive behavior
of the tree at all.
Extracted decision trees and application
In this study, we focused on extracting rules from BNN
model. However, extracting rules from BPNN or SVM is
theoretically possible, and different trees might be presented if the prediction result is different. If we train different BNN models with the data or parameter change,

(10)

4. Splitting. The TREPAN uses an M-of-N expression
for splitting test. An M-of-N expression is a Boolean
expression that is specified by an integer threshold, m, and a set of n Boolean literals. Note that
the test at least two of {C1, C2, C3} is logically
equivalent to (C1 and C2) or (C1 and C3) or (C2
and C3). These M-of-N splits are constructed by
the heuristic search procedure that uses a beamsearch method with a beam width of 2, meaning
that at each point the best two splits are retained
for further examination, using a best-first method
for selecting the order in which nodes of the tree
are expanded. To avoid overfitting, a χ 2 test is
used to determine whether the proposed change
to the M-of-N test results in a partitioning of the
instances significantly different from the partition
induced by the test before the proposed change.
Since each feature presents an opportunity to
spuriously reject the null hypothesis, Bonferroni

Figure . Extracted rules for ﬁrst split from decision tree.
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Figure . Extracted decision tree from Bayesian neural network.

we may have different decision trees with the main goal
of accurate rule extraction from the model. As a tool for
eliciting comprehensible representation from neural networks, the TREPAN accurately represents the network
from which they are extracted.
The lane blockage, incident type, and occupancy
appear in the first splitter to indicate that they are the
main contributors for estimating incident duration. These
results are consistent with the findings in preliminary
analysis of key factors that show distinctly different distributions associated with incident durations.
Extracted decision trees are simpler than complex
CART for expressing rules. Figure 7 illustrates “if–then–
else” statements corresponding to the first split node.
They also can be presented in the M-of-N rule, which has
three Boolean features: lane blockage, type, and OCC difference: 2 of {(Lane blockage = No blockage or 1 lane),
(Type = CPD or Disabled), and (OCC difference < 0.5)}
is logically equivalent to {(Lane blockage = No blockage
or 1 lane) and (Type = CPD or Disabled)} or {(Lane blockage = No blockage or 1 lane) and (OCC difference < 0.5)}
or {(Type = CPD or Disabled) and (OCC difference <
0.5)}. If this condition is satisfied, the conclusion “b” is
true.
It is clear that “if–then–else” statements have more
decision points, and as a result, the M-of-N expressions
better facilitate comprehensibility. In this way, this tool
largely reduces the tree depth compared to the “if–then
rules” statements used in the CART. Thus, the TREPAN

has the advantage that the rules are straightforward to
code in any incident management software to be developed. Traffic operators can easily understand the outputs by following the branches related to the conditions
of variables. Moreover, this tool can also generate predictions when only partial information is available, since
each node can generate the maximum likelihood estimation of how long the incident may last.
The extracted tree showed high fidelity (93.8%) to the
network from which it was generated, resulting 40 total
nodes and 22 leaves. The label “True” indicates that the
relevant entailment holds, and “False” indicates that it fails
to hold. Figure 8 describes four sample rules with a graphical representation. Incidents with different natures that
have different characteristics are associated with different contributing factors, and vary significantly among different combinations. For instance, if a characteristic of
a detected incident fails to hold the first splitter, decisions emerge in the next layer associated with whether
one of two conditions “traffic operation center 3, 4 or
authority operations centers receive the request for incident response” and “less than three vehicles are involved
in the incident” is true or not. In addition, if the label is
true on this level, we go to the next level, whether an incident is detected on I-95, I-495, or not. If entailment holds
on this level, then clearance duration is predicted less
than 30 min. This information may contribute to accurate selection of appropriate emergency response units.
In current traffic incident management programs and
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practices across the country, a minor incident is typically handled by law enforcement, towing and recovery,
or a service patrol alone or in combination (Owens et al.,
2010). Taken together, the extracted decision trees provide strong recommendations to establish statewide performance goal for 30-, 60-, and 90-min clearance times.
It is noticeable that the rules are cast in a form that
appears to be particularly suitable for the representation
of an incident and corresponding response where a quick
and concise action is usually required. Since each incident
is different, the sequence of individual responder actions
depends upon a variety of factors, such as who arrives first
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on scene, the severity of the incident, and the surrounding
traffic conditions, among others.
Analysis of relative importance
For the potential mathematical utility of neural networks,
the connection weight method that generates interpretable parameters for each explanatory variable is used.
This method involves partitioning the hidden–output
connection weights of each hidden neuron into components associated with each input neuron (Olden, 2004).
Unlike previous sensibility analysis (Johnson, 2000), multivariate and nonlinear conditions are considered in this
method because incident nature is rarely due to a simple
cause or to a unique perturbation.
The direction of the input-hidden-output of raw
weights and the absolute values are considered in the
present work to rank the factors as shown in Eq. 11:
RIi =

M


(γih βh )

(11)

h=1

Figure . Relative importance.

where γih denotes the value of the input–hidden layer connection weight and βh denotes the value of the hiddenoutput layer connection weight. Table 2 describes the connection weight matrices of 11 × 11 (input–hidden) and
11 × 1 (hidden–output) extracted from trained Bayesian
neural networks with best performance. The contribution
of each input to the output is calculated as the product of
the input–hidden weight and the hidden–output weight.
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Figure . Advanced Traveler Information System by incident management.

The relative importance is the sum of products across all
hidden weights. Refer to Olden (2004) for further information.
The relative contribution depends on the magnitude
and direction of the connection weights. Input variables
with larger connection weights represent greater intensities of signal transfer, and therefore are more important in
the prediction of incident duration compared to variables
with smaller weights. This result also shows that negative value of input variable “center” represents TOCs typically associated with shorter duration than SOCs, while
other factors are positively associated with incident duration. For example, incidents associated with higher occupancy increase with a higher number of involved vehicles and blocked lanes, and collision with fatalities or
injuries occurring at nighttime results in longer duration.
These findings further support the idea of preliminary
analysis.
As shown in Figure 9, contributions of each input variable on the output are divided by the sum of contributions and expressed as a percentage to ease the interpretation of relative importance. The incident type, lane blockage, and occupancy are the strongest indicators of clearance duration compared to the other factors. This also
corresponds to the discrepancy patterns from the preliminary analysis. It is important to use this method in
accordance with an emergency operator’s opinion regarding the ranking of importance of inputs and their mode
of action on the output. The result of the connection
weight approach provides insight into the critical factors
that affect decision support in the context of emergency
response management, identifies and highlights potential

areas for improvement, and allocates more resources for
response to severe incident type such as collision with
fatality rather than just disabled vehicles.
Applications
This study plays an important role in the real time incident management system. Collected traffic, incident, and
weather information, typically from different agencies,
can be combined into one source (Figure 10). Then the
proposed incident duration prediction model can provide a measure of incident severity and quantify incident
impacts such as queue length, delay, and secondary incidents within the feasible area. A sequential training mode
can be applied, which enables one to update the network
parameters based on incident and traffic data that are
added gradually as response actions take place in the incident scene. However, we should be careful of catastrophic
forgetting, when new learning disrupts information previously learned by the network (French, 1999), to apply the
proposed model to sequential forecast. Moreover, with a
small sample size, caution must be applied, as the findings might not be transferable to other type of data. After
data transition, this piece of information can be used by
the traffic management center operators to take actions by
prioritizing monitoring and freeway patrol service coverage. More quickly dispatched emergency responders
and the right personnel and equipment dispatched to the
scene can strengthen efficient response and manage effective incident scene clearance. In addition, this tool can
be an aid to real-time information for the travelers (i.e.,
through changeable or variable/dynamic message signs,
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highway advisory radio, the Internet) on current traffic
conditions, detour, and alternate routes.
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Conclusions and future research
Modern data collection technologies enabled us to look
into critical factors for incident duration and establish
a deliberate incident management plan. In this study,
a cutting-edge approach, artificial intelligence based on
Bayesian inference is used to design complicated real-life
pattern recognition problems of incident duration accurately and efficiently. Bayesian neural networks are shown
to be promising to provide superior prediction performance compared to other tools. However, they will be
worthless without reasoning behind the learning system.
It will be valuable to investigate a device that is simple to understand and interpret. The integration of the
Bayesian neural network with an algorithm to extract
knowledge from the trained networks takes advantage of
“both worlds” for the incident management coordinator
who is attempting to make predictions for a detected incident and to understand it. In contrast with the shortcomings of the traditional decision tree, the TREPAN embeds
not only higher predictive accuracy with data relabeling from developed Bayesian neural networks and additional data using an oracle, but improved comprehensibility with simpler M-of-N rule expression. Accurate
and understandable information provided by the tool may
help emergency operators in better decision making, and
maximize the effectiveness of incident management. Furthermore, using connection weights from Bayesian neural networks, relative importance is identified, which provides insight into the critical factors that affect decision
support in the context of emergency response management, highlights potential areas for improvement, and
allocates more resources. The extraction of decision trees
from trained Bayesian neural networks is an important
addition to the Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) toolkit of knowledge extraction technique.
Predicted incident duration plays an important role
in analyzing secondary incident identification and occurrences (Park & Haghani, 2015). For example, the proposed model can be used to identify secondary incidents under the temporal and spatial thresholds from
the impact of primary incidents. Secondary incidents are
expected to more likely to occur if the primary incident
lasts long (Khattak, Wang, & Zhang, 2012). Therefore, the
proposed technique can be used in predicting secondary
incident occurrences (Park, Haghani, & Aliari, 2014), and
performance can be compared to more recent machine
learning methods. Finally, for the prediction of response
time in incident duration, location of emergency response
units should be considered.
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